INSTALLATION

1. REMOVE THE COVER BY HOLDING THE PANEL AT ONE END WITH ONE HAND AND
   WITH THE OTHER HAND GRASP THE UPPER AND LOWER HINGES BETWEEN THUMB
   AND FINGER AND PULL UNTIL HINGES RELEASE. REPEAT THIS FOR THE HINGES AT
   THE OTHER END OF COVER.
   
   **NOTE: DO NOT REMOVE COVER BY PULLING ON COVER PANEL.**

2. MOUNT PANEL TO RACK USING THE FOUR SLOTS INDICATED.

3. REPLACE COVER ON PANEL BY ALIGNING HINGES OVER GAPS BETWEEN
   CABLE GUIDE FINGERS. PUSH ON ALL FOUR HINGES EVENLY UNTIL THE
   HINGES SNAP INTO PLACE. DO NOT PUSH ON COVER PANEL.
**COVER OPERATION**

To gain access to the cables within the panel, the cover can be hinged open, either from the top or bottom, or it can be completely removed.

1. With your right hand, grasp the right hinges on the concave surfaces, between your thumb and finger. Grasp the left hinges with your left hand.

**To Hinge the Cover Open:**

2. Pull on either the top or bottom hinges, allowing the cover to pivot on the opposite hinges, until they release.

**To Remove the Cover:**

3. Pull on all the hinges evenly until they release.